
Three Little Troublemakers Turned the World Upside 

Down After My Divorce Chapter 20: Are you afraid? 

  Chapter 20 Are you afraid? 

   "Shen Ning, what do you think I am, come and leave whenever you 
want?" 

"Then what do you want? Kill me? Let me tell you, I've already died once, and 
I won't be afraid of you scum again." Shen Ning scolded angrily, "I don't know 
right from wrong. , there is no cure, even if we continue to cooperate, it will be 
a dead end." 

   She is extremely sad! I really don't know how I fell in love with this man 
before, and I still love him to the bone, I'm really blind! 

   Li Zhenting couldn't help but stunned! 

He had been treated for eye injuries. No one else knew about this except 
Shen Mei, who took care of him back then. His grandfather secretly 
investigated the murderer who pushed him down and sent him to the police 
station for disposal, and his eye injury was also suppressed. down. 

The reason for this is that he was raised as an heir since he was a child, and 
he didn't want to damage his image. It was also because his family ugliness 
should not be publicized. It was his second uncle who pushed him down. It will 
also affect the image of the company. 

therefore 

  Shen Ning's unintentional words greatly touched the string hidden deep in 
Li Zhenting's heart. 

  He stared at her face, not missing any slight expression on her face. 

  But Shen Ning's face was as indifferent as ice. 

  He took a breath and calmed down. 

"Shen Ning, don't act like a resentful woman, as if I'm bullying you, let me tell 
you, I, Li Zhenting, have always believed in evidence, and I will not trust any 



side. If you are wrong in front of the evidence, you have to bear the 
responsibility. " 

   "Evidence?" Shen Ning sneered, "Do you really only look at evidence?" 

"certainly." 

"Okay, then I'll show you the evidence now." Shen Ning held back her breath. 
In fact, she didn't care about the truth anymore, but right now she wanted to 
slap him in the face, hard. What else can I say. 

  She turned and walked toward the warehouse. 

   Over the years, she has long developed the habit of keeping everything 
in her hands. The warehouse is an important place, and it must be equipped 
with surveillance cameras! 

  When she came in early in the morning, she deliberately checked the 
surveillance camera, and found that the surveillance camera was completely 
blocked by several large cargo boxes. 

  Heavy warehouse, this situation happened, and now she finally 
understands that this is aimed at her, and someone has done tricks long ago, 
just to make trouble and throw excrement on her. 

  She immediately moved the cargo box away. 

   Therefore, all these monitoring must be clearly visible. 

  She walked in confidently. 

   Li Zhenting hesitated for a moment, and raised his foot to follow. 

   "Zhen Ting, don't be fooled by her, she is very cunning." Shen Mei was 
apprehensive, and grabbed Li Zhen Ting's arm. 

  Shen Ning turned back and sneered: "Shen Mei, are you scared?" 

   "What am I afraid of? Could it be that those perfumes in the warehouse 
have eyes, so can they say that the white is black?" Shen Mei really couldn't 
think of any evidence that Shen Ning could produce, so she opened her 
mouth bravely. 



  Shen Ning smiled contemptuously: "Perfume doesn't have eyes, but 
monitoring does have eyes. Whoever is lying can be found out at once." 

  Shen Mei secretly heaved a sigh of relief. 

   It turned out that this **** just wanted to check the surveillance, and she 
had tampered with the surveillance long ago, so she felt at ease. 

   "Check it out, who is afraid of whom?" Shen Mei puffed her chest out and 
spoke confidently. 

  She didn't believe that Shen Ning could find out anything. 

  Shen Ning stopped talking, just turned around and walked in. 

   With confidence, Shen Mei walked in grandly, holding Li Zhenting's arm. 

ten minutes later. 

  The three of them came out, Shen Mei's face was pale. 

  (end of this chapter) 
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